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Abstract. In-network indexing is a challenging problem in wireless sensor 
networks (WSNs), particularly when sensor nodes are mobile. In the past, 
several indexing structures have been proposed for WSNs for answering in-
network queries, however, their maintenance efficiency in the presence of 
mobile nodes is relatively less understood. Assuming that mobility of the nodes 
is driven by an underlying mobility control algorithm or application, we present 
a novel distributed protocol for efficient maintenance of distributed hierarchical 
indexing structures. The proposed protocol is generic, in the sense that it is 
applicable to any hierarchical indexing structure that uses binary space 
partitioning (BSP), such as k-d trees, Quadtrees and Octrees. It is based on 
locally expanding and shrinking convex regions such that update costs are 
minimized. Based on SIDnet-SWANS simulator, our experimental results 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed protocol under different mobility 
models, mobility speeds, and query streams. 
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1 Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been proposed as effective and efficient 
distributed systems for monitoring varieties of phenomena in different application 
domains [1]. In particular, the ability of sensor nodes in WSNs to self organize and 
provide coverage for monitoring  a given region or activity makes them highly useful 
for scenarios involving harsh conditions or remote surveillance. Typically, individual 
sensor nodes cooperate in real-time monitoring of phenomena over a given 
geographic region in two end-of-spectrum modalities: (1) either periodically reporting 
the sensed values to a given sink (possibly coupled with in-network aggregation); or 
(2) reporting detections of pre-defined events, i.e., exceeding of a certain temperature-
threshold – possibly over spatial extents. Broadly speaking, the purpose of indexing 
structures in WSN is to facilitate the process of collaboration for monitoring the 
sensed field, the detection/reporting events of interest, as well as providing in-network 
storage for answering queries about the sensed phenomena. 
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Mobile sensor nodes [2, 21] greatly increase the adaptability of the WSNs from 
different perspectives: (1) ensuring a level of Quality of Service (QoS) in response to 
phenomena fluctuation, in the sense of providing better spatial resolution of sampling 
in desired/targeted areas; (2) enabling a control over (balancing) the levels of 
connectivity and coverage. We note that the motion of the nodes may vary in different 
applications but, from a general perspective, it can be predictable [3], random [4], or 
controlled [5]. For example, in the data coverage problem in WSN [22], controlled 
mobility of the sensor nodes is utilized in different applications to achieve more 
efficacious coverage. 

An illustrating example of the motivation for this work is shown in Fig. 1.  In Fig. 
1(a), a sensed field with randomly deployed sensor nodes is shown. Part (b) of the 
same figure shows the nodes location distribution, after the occurrence of an event of 
interest in the southeast corner of the field, where the application or mobility control 
algorithm (as [29]) has steered more sensor nodes towards that corner, in order to 
collect more precise information, while still maintaining coverage and network 
connectivity across the region. Due to this mobility of the nodes required by the 
application, the underlying distributed indexing structure may become highly skewed, 
unless it is adjusted to reflect the new distribution of the nodes in a balanced way. The 
main question addressed in this work is how to efficiently adapt the indexing 
structures that manage in-network query processing and aggregation in such mobility 
scenarios, in response to the change of nodes’ distribution, such that the overall 
maintenance cost is minimized. We emphasize that the actual mobility information as 
to which nodes should move in what direction is given by the application. Also, it is 
the application responsibility to guarantee minimum number of nodes needed to 
provide connectivity and coverage. In order to show our work, we use [29] as the 
dictating application for mobility. 

Existing data indexing approaches in WSNs, centralized [6] (i.e., all the data are 
gathered to one centralized sink node), or distributed [7, 8] – presume that the sensor 
nodes are static, i.e., their locations do not change.  Being centralized, they have two-
fold disadvantage: (1) increasing traffic towards the sink node, which creates a 
communication bottleneck; and (2) decreasing the network lifetime, especially in the 
 

 

(a)                                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 1. Part (a) - a set of sensor nodes randomly deployed. Part (b) – nodes distribution after 
occurrence of an event of interest in the southeast corner. 
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vicinity of the sink node. Some data gathering algorithms employ mobile sink node(s) 
that traverses the network to gather the data [9-11]. However, a potential drawback of 
such approaches is the latency/delay. 

Organizing the network information across a distributed indexing structure, while 
knowing that the reporting nodes are not necessarily in the location they reported 
information from is highly challenging, particularly when the nodes’ resources, such as 
storage, computing power, communication range/bandwidth, and battery capacity are 
limited. In order to accommodate mobility of the nodes in a general indexing framework, 
the indexing structure should adapt to the vicissitude of nodes distribution across the 
field. Once the mobility information for each node is available, the indexing structure 
should adapt to the change in a distributed fashion to avoid skewed, unbalanced 
structures. Furthermore, such adaptation should induce minimal overhead.  

In this paper we present a novel protocol that enables several existing in-network data 
indexing structures to incorporate mobile nodes with high transparency. Our approach is 
applicable to data structures that use Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) [12, 13], where the 
field is divided into contiguous, non-overlapping, convex regions (e.g., k-d trees, 
Quadtrees, Octrees [23]). The proposed protocol runs in a distributed fashion, resolving 
the consequences of the nodes mobility (i.e., relocation) within their regions by locally 
shrinking or expanding the convex regions, reducing  the need to transfer information 
about this motion across the network or the indexing structure. After a small “transient 
regime”, in the worst case scenario the message cost to re-stabilize the index over the 
geographic field of interest is linear in the number of the indexing structure nodes. Our 
simulation results on SIDnet-SWANS  simulator [24] show that the cost of maintaining 
the indexing structure under different mobility scenarios remains sub-linear. In our 
experiments, over 83% of the mobility in the field is resolved locally, without the need of 
informing the rest of the network with this mobility. The results also show an overall 
improvement in the latency of data queries. Note that we do not compare our work to the 
solutions that use mobile sink nodes, because they use different energy optimization 
functions which include the consumed energy of mobility. Besides that these solutions 
focus on data gathering rather than indexing. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we start with a 
preliminary discussion on BSP based hierarchical structure, and outline one such 
structure that we have used for in network indexing of static WSNs [27, 28].  We use 
this indexing structure to explain our proposed mobility management protocol. The 
details of the proposed protocol and its performance analysis are presented in Section 
3, followed by a discussion of the applied experiments and simulation results in 
Section 4, followed by a discussion of related work in section 5. Section 6 concludes 
the paper and discusses future work. 

2 Preliminaries 

To better understand the proposed mobility management protocol, we now briefly 
overview the features of BSP based hierarchical indexing structures. In such 
structures, recursive splitting is applied to a given space into convex sets via  
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hyper-planes. As a hierarchical data structure, each node in the BSP tree represents a 
space that is subdivided among its child nodes. At each level, the number of children 
of each node represents the fan out, denoted as k. The root node of the tree represents 
first split of the whole space, and the deeper a node in the tree is, the more local 
(smaller) space split it represents. Each level in the tree contains nodes that embody 
the whole space partitioned at a certain level of detail. A higher level in the tree 
represents coarser partitioning (i.e, smaller number of larger subspaces), whereas a 
lower level in the tree represents more detailed finer scale partitioning (i.e, larger 
number of smaller subspaces). 

In our previous work [27, 28], we have developed efficient abstractions of data and 
spatial  fields in a  hierarchical BSP framework. These abstractions are performed for 
representing the sensed values and positions of the sensor nodes, which we call 
physical-space abstraction and data-space abstraction, respectively, both rooted at the 
corresponding sink. Figures 2 and 3 depict numerical examples of physical-space 
indexing at a leaf node of the indexing tree, as well as assembling/compressing the 
data in intermediate non-leaf nodes at a given level in a fixed-size array (see [28] for 
details). We used Wavelet Transform (WT) [30] to combine and compress the data 
from the children-nodes.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Processing of sensed values at indexing tree leaf node (Local Cluster Head) 

 

Fig. 3. Processing of sensed values at indexing tree intermediate node(s) 
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Similarly, the data-space in each region is distributed among a group of nodes 
managing that region. At the lowest level, the sibling leaf nodes in each locality 
categorize the reported sensor nodes locations according to data range. Each inner 
(non-leaf) node receives maps from the nodes in the lower level covering the same 
data range, having multiple maps received for the same data range across a group of 
contiguous regions. Fig. 4 shows an example of the process of creating hierarchical 
maps for the data range (26 – 50) in a given region,  and zooming it out to upper level 
of the hierarchy with a 1:4 factor. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Data space abstraction process. A set of sensed values in a region (to the left) have a 
map created for the data range [26-50], then zoomed out twice with 1:4 factor. 

Queries to the WSN originate at the sink node, which has a coarse representation 
for the physical-space and data-space of the whole field, with a specific level of 
accuracy. If the accuracy requirement for the given query cannot be satisfied by the 
sink node, it forwards it to its child node(s) according to the query constraints of the 
physical-space and/or data-space, and the process is recursively repeated until a 
node(s) is reached  capable of providing answer with a required level of accuracy. At 
this stage the query response is backtracked across the same route in the indexing tree 
[27, 28].  

3 Managing Index Structures with Mobile Nodes 

We now proceed with the details of the protocol for adapting the hierarchical indexing 
structure to capture the mobility of the nodes. The protocol has three distinct stages 
for which we present the corresponding algorithms and discuss the respective 
complexities. 

3.1 Initial Configuration  

Assume that logically there are two types of nodes, senor nodes that sense the field 
and indexing structure nodes that contain the keys to help maintain the indexing 
structure. Physically, a node can be a sensor node as well as a node in the indexing 
structure. Further assume that the number of nodes in the indexing structure is n, and 
the fan-out of each inner node is k, such that the height of the indexing structure is 
O(logk n). The initial setup of the protocol assigns an integer rank for each 
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border/hyperplane corresponding to node in the indexing BSP tree , equal to the depth 
of the node in the tree (i.e., its level-distance from the root). Fig. 5 illustrates a field 
with randomly deployed sensor with the corresponding borders rank (color-coded 
with the same colors according to the splitting order). Each leaf node is responsible 
for (the sensed values of) a group of m sensor nodes within its vicinity. Sensor nodes 
periodically (with fixed cycle length) report their sensed values and locations to their 
respective cluster head. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The field contains (n = 103) randomly deployed (small size/red color) sensor nodes. 
Example indexing structure in this figure is based on orthogonal bisections, performed 
recursively, such that 16 (thin solid line/green color) local cluster heads are at the first level. 
Second level of the indexing structure consists of four (thicker dashed line/blue color) 
intermediate level cluster heads. Last is the (thickest dotted line/yellow color) sink node. 
Border line shapes follow same nodes drawing/color. In this (initial) configuration, an event of 
interest is observed in the South-East corner. 

We reiterate that the motion/displacement of the nodes occurs due to a specific 
objective (e.g., better coverage due to an observed event in a given geographic region) 
and, as a result, some leaf node(s) in the indexing structure finds more sensor nodes 
entering to its vicinity and requesting to join. For example, an event of interest may 
require more sensor nodes to be moved towards, in order to monitor and report more 
precise data, as depicted in Fig. 5. Also, note that sibling or child/parent node may not be 
within single hop of each other. In such case, multihop routing of message will be 
assumed. 

3.2 Processing a Request to Incorporate New Mobile Node 

Each leaf node has a specified capacity m' > m. A leaf node will accept the joining of 
new sensor nodes coming into its vicinity until reaching the threshold m'. Congestion 
happens when a new join request is received at leaf node that has reached its 
maximum capacity m'. The leaf node then initiates a request to reduce the size of its 
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space of responsibility by changing the position of one of its surrounding 
borders/hyperplanes. 

The process of border change starts with a communication aiming at changing the 
spatial splitting locally. The leaf node in the indexing structure experiencing 
congestion starts by locating the border of its surrounding sides corresponding to the 
lowest rank convex region. It sends to its sibling node(s) on the other side of the 
lowest rank border, a change_border_request. When sibling leaf node receives the 
change_border_request message, it starts assessing if it can change the specified 
border in order to accommodate some of the sensor nodes currently managed by the 
requesting sibling. The calculation in this case is based on the capacity of the leaf 
node that received the request. A response is sent back to the requesting node after the 
calculation. If all the involved leaf nodes have large populations, then they cannot 
accommodate more incoming sensor nodes, causing them to reject the request. In 
such case, since the change cannot be handled locally, a new request for changing 
borders is propagated in the hierarchy to the node corresponding to the next higher 
rank - i.e., the requesting leaf node sends the request message to its parent node. Upon 
receiving the request, the parent node checks if the total number of sensor nodes 
covered by its children is at the capacity limits. If not, it initiates a request to its 
sibling on the other side of the smallest rank border of its region. The same 
assessment algorithm runs at the sibling node, which consequently sends the response 
back. In case of rejection, the same process is recursively applied  - in the worst case, 
reaching the root of the hierarchy (the sink). The algorithm executed locally by the 
participating node is formalized below: 

Algorithm 1: Forward Mobility Request  
Input: Rank of the border required to change, The count of sensor nodes associated to the 
requesting indexing node (or its subtree for non-leaf nodes) 
Output: A border_change_response OR, in case the whole region is congested, it issues a new 
border_change_request (if request is received from a child node). 

Receive border_change_request (Receiver, Sender.Rank, Sender.nodesCount) 

        If (Sender.depth == Receiver.depth)                // If the request is received from a sibling node 

                extraNodesCount = Sender.nodesCount - Receiver.optimalNodesCountForCluster 

                If (Receiver.nodesCount + extraNodesCount < Receiver.maximumNodesCountForCluster) 

                        newBorderLocation  = calculateNewBorderLocation(Sender.Rank, extraNodexCount) 

                        send border_change_response(Sender, accepted, Rank, newBorderLocation) 

                        apply border_change_inform(This, Rank, newBorderLocation) 

                Else 

                        send border_change_response(Sender, rejected, Rank,  Receiver.nodeCount) 

                EndIf 

        Else                // If the request is received from a child node 

                Receiver.UpdateNodesCount(Sender, Sender.nodesCount) 

                If(Receiver.nodeCount < Receiver.maximumNodesCountForCluster) 

                        newBorderLocation = calculateNewBorderLocation(Sender.Rank) 

                        send border_change_response(Sender, accepted, Rank, newBorderLocation) 

                        Foreach  childNode other than Sender 
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                                send border_change_inform(childNode, Rank, newBorderLocation) 

                Else 

                        Rank = Sender.Rank + 1 

                        send border_change_request (Sibling, Rank, Receiver.nodesCount) 

                        requestingBorderChange = True 

                EndIf 

        EndIf 

End_Receive border_change_request 
e,ii 

The local behavior of the nodes participating in the border-adjustment is 
formalized in Algorithm 2 below. 

Algorithm 2: Receive Mobility Response 
Input: Rank of the border to be changed, The response (accept or reject), The new border 
location (in case of acceptance) 
Output: Applies the border change for the node, in case of acceptance, Or initiate new request 
in case of rejection. 

Receive border_change_response (Receiver, response, Rank, newBorderLocation) 

        if (response == accepted) 

                apply border_change_inform(This, Rank, newBorderLocation) 

                requestingBorderChange = False 

        Else 

                Rank = Sender.Rank + 1 

                nodeCount = Sender.nodeCount +  Receiver.nodesCount 

                send border_change_request (Parent, Rank, nodesCount) 

        EndIf 

EndReceive border_change_response 
 

Complexity: In the worst-case scenario, the request needs to be propagated all the 
way to the sink node. For a BSP indexing tree consisting of n nodes, with a fan-out 
factor k, at each level, at most k – 1 request message(s) will be transmitted to change 
the lowest rank border, and k – 1 rejection message(s) will be received. In the 2D 
planar case, k = 2 for k-d trees and k = 4 if quadtrees are used. 

Since, by construction, the height of the BSP with n nodes and fan-out factor k is 
logk n, the number of messages required 2 * (k –1) * (logk n  – 1), bounding the 
message complexity of the forwarding stage to O(logk n). We note that the overall 
network-wide running time complexity is the same, since each participating node is 
executing constant operations to check its current capacity. 

3.3 Response Propagation 

When a border change decision is taken in non-leaf  nodes, all their affected child-
nodes are notified, recursively propagating the changes until the affected leaf nodes. 
Leaf nodes, in turn, inform the affected sensor nodes to change their reporting 
destination. While this border change information message is flowing through the 
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structure, each recipient node recalculates its population according to the new change 
to ensure that it is within its capacity. If not, the node finding congestion in its region 
initiates a new change_border_request message and sends it to its sibling node. The 
important observation is that this particular message is guaranteed to affect borders 
that are in the sub-tree of the originally changed border, which caused this new 
congestion, because the capacity has already been checked/verified at the parent or 
ancestor node.  

The determining of the new border location is based on the population size of the 
requesting (congested) and responding nodes. For that, we rely on the structural 
properties of the tree’s boundary between the nodes at the same level. Namely, we 
move the border of the node that has a capacity to incorporate new sensors in a 
direction perpendicular to the current border’s position towards the requesting node 
position, resulting in shrinking the requesting node's area, and accordingly getting 
more sensor nodes out of its region towards the accepting node's region. The new 
border location in the low level requests (i.e, requests between leaf nodes) is 
determined by the requesting node, which knows exactly the location of all its sensor 
nodes. In higher level requests, the border location change is proportional to the 
desired new population size of the congested region. After the change takes place, the 
node that asked for the border change recalculates its new population to ensure it is 
within its capacity limits. If not, the node reissues a new border_change_request, 
accordingly. Fig. 6 shows the reconfiguration of the borders after sensor nodes have 
moved towards an event of interest in the southeast corner of the field. 

 

Fig. 6. Borders reconfiguration after sensor nodes are moved towards an event of interest in the 
southeast corner of the field 

The last step of the protocol involves notifying the mobile motes about the new 
borders of the tree, so that they know which node-ID to use when reporting the sensed 
values. This if formalized below: 
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Algorithm 3: Apply and Propagate Mobility Response 
Input: Rank of the border to be changed, The response (accept or reject), The new border 
location (in case of acceptance) 
Output: Applies the border change for the node, in case of acceptance, Or initiate new request 
in case of rejection. 

Receive border_change_inform (Receiver, Rank, newBorderLocation) 

        Receiver.border[Rank] = newBorderLocation 

        If  (Receiver.depth == MaximumDepth)                // Leaf node 

                Foreach sensorNode 

                If sensorNode.Location is out of leaf node new region 

                        send detach_sensor(sensorNode) 

                EndIf 

        Else                //  Non-leaf node 

                Foreach  childNode other than Sender 

                        send border_change_inform(childNode, Rank, newBorderLocation) 

        EndIf 

EndReceive border_change_inform 
 

Complexity: Algorithm 3 executes when Algorithms 1 and 2 have terminated, and is 
applied to all the children of the subtree rooted at the node at which Algorithm 2 has 
terminated. In the worst-case scenario, the execution of Algorithms 1 and 2, will 
cause the request to be forwarded all the way to the sink node. This, in turn, means 
that each of the n nodes in the tree will have to be notified about borders change (and, 
eventually, decide upon the new border’s location). Assuming an average of h hops 
communication between the nodes participating in the tree, the total message-
complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(hn). On the other hand, the computation complexity 
is bounded by O(log m) – the capacity of each node. Namely, in the worst case, the 
neighboring nodes (siblings) will have a difference of m – 1 motes (assuming at least 
one mote for a minimal occupancy). Sorting the nodes according to the common-
boundary coordinate will take O(log m), plus the constant time for placing the new 
boundary. 

We note that the mobility scenario that would make the protocol for adjusting the 
tree incur its maximum cost, is having sensor nodes oscillating around the highest 
rank border, in a way such that their majority moves towards one side of the border 
within one update cycle causes the indexing nodes to discover congestion and issue 
border_change_request(s). In the next update cycle, the sensor nodes return back to 
the other side of the border. In such a scenario, starting from a balanced state, the 
algorithm behavior would start by a first request at the node(s) adjacent to the highest 
rank border to change their lowest rank border, which gets accepted at the same level. 
After the accepting node(s) reach their capacity, while sensor nodes are still crossing 
the highest rank border towards the adjacent cluster(s), the next request will need to 
be elevated on level in the indexing tree. On the higher level, the same operation will 
take place until the managed region is congested. 
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3.4 Data Indexing under Mobility 

The aim of a in-network data indexing system is to arrange and store the sensed data 
in a distributed fashion. Indexing tree manages the sensor nodes where each group of 
sensors report their sensed values and positions to a node of the indexing tree. The 
recipient indexing nodes store the received information, process them, and elevate 
approximate constructs across the indexing hierarchy. Mobility causes some of the 
sensor nodes to move apart from their reporting node(s) of the indexing structure, and 
hence, get into other node(s) vicinity. This causes unbalance in number of senor nodes 
reporting to the nodes of the indexing structure. Such unbalance results in the reported 
data across the indexing structure. 

In physical-space abstraction, two approaches can be followed. The first approach 
is to increase the size of the update message according to the count of the sensor 
nodes population attached to each node of the indexing structure, in order to keep 
same sampling distance between the update message values. This would not increase 
the overall size of physical-space update messages traversed, because the total 
number of sensor nodes in the field is the same. However, it will create a skew in the 
size flowing in each branch of the indexing tree, where the larger population branches 
will have larger size update messages than the other branches. The second approach is 
keeping the update messages size unchanged, at the expense of increase in the 
accuracy loss across the indexing hierarchy. In other words, upon receiving a 
physical-space query, there might be a bigger chance of not being able to satisfy its 
accuracy requirements from the higher level nodes of the indexing tree, and having to 
forward the query to next level(s) for achieving the required accuracy. The advantage 
for physical-space abstraction because of the mobility handling algorithm is that the 
change in number of nodes is bounded by the capacity of each leaf node in the 
indexing tree m'. 

In data-space abstraction, the change occurring is not because of the motion of 
sensor nodes, but rather because of the modification of borders location to balance the 
indexing tree. Due to this change, the bitmap constructs used to represent each data-
space are increased/decreased in size, in order to represent the new cluster space. 
Contrary to the physical-space abstraction, which has its skew factor bounded by the 
capacity of the indexing structure leaf nodes m', the area of a single cluster can 
increase to approach the size of the whole field. This can only be bounded with the 
logic of the mobility algorithm, physical constraints of the sensors (i.e., robots 
moving them), and the field physical barriers. In such extreme case, the large regions 
can be represented with lower granularity, so the cell size would be coarser than the 
same level other nodes. This would require high accuracy queries for this region to be 
forwarded all the way to the leaf nodes. The other solution is to forward the update of 
such lower level large size cluster(s) as an array of positions rather than a bitmap, and 
insert them into the bitmap in the higher level node(s) of the indexing tree. 

4 Experimental Results 

The proposed mobility management protocol was implemented on SIDnet-SWANS 
simulator for WSN [24]. IEEE 802.15.4 protocol is used for the MAC layer, and 
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Shortest Geographical Path Routing for the routing layer. The power consumption 
characteristics are based on Mica2 Motes specifications, MPR500CA. Each sensor 
node is assumed to have a GPS to obtain the location information. In this section, we 
present the simulation results and discuss the performance. 

The simulations were run for a 300-nodes network, where nodes were randomly 
deployed in a 500x500 square meters geographic area. The nodes’ mobility was 
assumed under two different mobility models: random and controlled. The controlled 
mobility refers to a scenario where sensor nodes are moved based on an underlying 
application requirement. For our simulations we used the algorithm presented in [29] 
to compute the coordinates of mobile nodes at each step. In the case of random 
mobility the new location of each node is computed using a random direction. In 
addition, we also tested the mobility management protocol under different speeds, 
ranging from 0.5 m/s to 2 m/s, which is practically used in several WSN systems [25, 
26].  In our future work we plan to simulate higher speed nodes as well. 

For our experiments, we have constructed a K-D tree based hierarchical indexing 
structure over the sensed field. The index nodes are considered to be static, but would 
rather be moved according to the borders change, to maintain connectivity with the 
other nodes in their region. The cycle time in our simulations is 5 seconds, i.e., every 
5 seconds, nodes inform their value as well positions to their immediate cluster heads  
(indexing tree leaf nodes). 

We measure the performance of the protocol in terms of following parameters: 
mobility request latency, mobility resolution factor, and query latency. Mobility request 
latency refers to the time it takes for the protocol to adjust the structure to reflect the 
nodes new positions. Mobility resolution factor (MRF) reflects the percentage of requests 
that required changes beyond the first level of the indexing hierarchy. 

Fig. 7 plots the average mobility request latency under different mobility speeds. 
The performance of both mobility cases is quite stable, where the latency is almost 
consistent with the change of sensor nodes velocity. The mobility request latency for 
the controlled mobility scenario (i.e. nodes move towards an events of interest while 
maintaining coverage [29]) is around 15% higher than the random mobility request 
latency. This is because the number of mobility request received by the cluster heads 
in the case of controlled mobility is higher, compared to the random mobility. Note 
that in the case of random mobility, overall more sensor nodes maybe moving. 
However, a significant number of consecutive mobility steps may cancel each other, 
thus keeping the sensor nodes within the same local region. On the other side, in the 
controlled mobility scenario each sensor node is moving on a specific path towards 
the target point. Accordingly, with each time step, a node progresses towards moving 
into or outside of a specific local region, thus requiring mobility adjustment in the 
indexing structure. 

In Fig. 8, MRF is shown for different mobility scenarios. The general trend of the 
MRF is larger for the controlled mobility algorithm, as the nodes following a specific 
path are able to cause more disturbance in all the regions they pass by, which creates 
unbalance in multiple local regions. Because of this unbalance, adjustment to mobility 
may require adjustment at more than one of the hierarchy. The maximum MRF shown  
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Fig. 7. Average latency of incorporating mobile node in the indexing structure Vs. sensor node 
speed 

for all cases is less than 17%. Which means that the mobility management protocol is 
able to resolve successfully over 83% of the mobility requests at the lowest level of 
the indexing tree, without the need of having this mobility information traverse the 
whole indexing structure. 

 

Fig. 8. Mobility Resolution Factor (MRF): The percentage of mobility requests that the 
mobility protocol is unable to resolve at the lowest level of the indexing structure 

Figures 9 and 10 compare the latency of different data queries to the mobility 
managed structure (under random and controlled mobility) and the static structure 
where the indexing structure does not change itself to accommodate mobility and thus 
becomes relatively unbalanced. We present results for three different types of queries.  

Physical-space queries inquire values sensed in a specific region. Data-space 
queries inquire locations of sensor nodes sensing data in a specific data range. A 
hybrid query inquires either sensed values, or sensor nodes locations, giving 
constraints of both region and data range. In approximate querying, the user defines a 
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desired level of accuracy to be met in the response. An example of an approximate 
hybrid query is: 

   SELECT TEMPRATURE_VALUES  inquiring sensed values 
   BETWEEN 70º TO 80º   with data range constraint 
   INSIDE RECTANGLE {[0,0],[30,50]}  and a regional constraint 
   WITH ACCURACY = 80%   at a desired accuracy level 

Fig. 9a shows the difference in data-space query latency for static as well mobility 
manages structures under different mobility scenarios. The static case shows higher 
costs for achieving more accurate results. This is because on the lower level of the 
indexing structure, the static scenario would have a higher memory footprint for the 
congested regions, which requires more processing and communication time. In Fig. 
9b, physical space query latency of the static indexing structure almost matches the 
mobility managed structure under the random mobility scenario for lower accuracy 
levels, which is slightly higher than the controlled mobility scenario. However for 
exact queries (i.e., 100% accuracy), which require the indexing structure to get the 
data from its leaf nodes, static scenario incurs higher query latency costs. 

 
(a)                                                          (b) 

Fig. 9. Query latency for (a) data- and (b) physical-space queries Vs. required query response 
accuracy 

In Fig. 10, the hybrid query latency can be viewed as a combination of latencies of 
both physical-space and data-space queries, where it is clear that the incurred latency  
is higher for the static case when requiring higher accuracy level. These results show 
the efficiency of appropriately handling mobility, and its effect on query latency for 
most cases of mobility scenario, where the static indexing would not be able to 
provide same latency for queries inquiring higher accuracy, especially for the queries  
inquiring exact responses. 
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Fig. 10. Query latency for hybrid queries Vs. required accuracy 

5 Related Work 

Data indexing in WSN has been studied over the past decade, and several algorithms 
with different perspectives were proposed to solve it. The vast majority of these 
algorithms did not consider the mobility of sensor nodes. Centralized solutions, as in 
[6], proposed transmitting data across paths in the network using lifting technique and 
wavelet based compression. In such methods the network usually suffers from 
congestion around the sink node, which creates a communication bottleneck, and 
decreases the lifetime of the nodes in the area around the sink node. Several 
distributed data indexing algorithms were proposed [7, 8, 14]. In [7], a hierarchical 
data structure is constructed and data is mapped to the indexing structure using 
geographic hash tables (GHT). This algorithm creates redundancy in data 
transmission, where the same raw data is reported to multiple nodes in the indexing 
structure. Meliou et al.[9] proposed an algorithm with a novel idea for data indexing 
of sensed values in a hierarchical data structure using approximate modeling. 
Gaussian models were used in this system to abstract large amount of sensed values 
and elevate them across the hierarchy, leading to more efficient reporting at the cost 
of accuracy loss across the hierarchy. Such system lacks the representation of sensor 
nodes positions, and assumes that Gaussian models are suitable for all types of sensed 
phenomena, which is not generic enough for a wide range of sensed phenomena not 
of Gaussian distribution nature. Also, Gaussian models are successful in representing 
the average behavior of a region, but they lose the information about the extreme 
(maximum and minimum) sensed values, which are of high interest for many WSN 
applications. Another distributed algorithm proposed by Xiao et al.[14] which indexes 
the WSN data across a spanning tree according to a key for each node of the spanning 
tree. However this algorithm supports mobility of sensor nodes, it falls short in the 
maintenance cost of the data updates, as a sensor node may have to update its 
information at an indexing node that is far from its location. On the other side, if the 
key is arranged in a way that favors position of sensor node for local region reporting, 
the system doesn't support data-space indexing efficiently. Monitoring the WSN for 
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events have been studied in [15], where an algorithm is proposed to use an optimal 
number of monitoring nodes and minimize false alarms. Such algorithms are useful 
for event based monitoring applications, which do not consider aggregating the 
network data as much as answering specific predicates. 

Mobile WSN sink node idea in has taken good consideration in recent research. 
Controlled mobility have been exploited in several works [16-20], in which the – one 
or multiple – sink node(s) moves in the field and gathers the sensed data. Non-
hierarchical solutions, as [16-19], study the optimal path to move across the field, in 
order to minimize latency. In [20], Xing et al. propose at two tier system of mobile 
sink node(s) which collects data from static rendezvous points that collect sensed data 
locally within their vicinity. This clustered data gathering approach increases the 
efficiency of data gathering and scheduling for sink node(s) mobility, however it 
doesn't provide a full hierarchical solution. It does not present a distributed data 
indexing solution, but rather an optimized data gathering algorithm based on 
clustering. Moreover, the energy minimization criteria is significantly different in 
such solutions, because the amount of energy spent on mobility is orders of 
magnitude higher than the energy spent on communication and computation. 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper we presented a protocol to manage and maintain in-network indexing 
structures in WSN under the constraint of mobile nodes. The protocol is applicable to 
BSP tree structures, where it is based on assigning incrementing values for space 
splitting borders of the BSP tree. The protocol is based on shrinking and expanding 
the indexed regions according to the residing number of nodes, in order to keep a 
balanced load for the indexing structure. The complexity of the proposed solution 
does not exceed a linear order in the size of the indexing structure. Our results show 
the capability of handling over 83% of mobility within their local regions of 
occurrence, without the need of communicating this information across the network. 
The average latency of balancing the structure in the presence of mobility is in 
reasonable range. The results also show improvement for query latency results, 
especially for the higher accuracy queries. In our future work, we plan to incorporate 
mobility models that involve higher mobility speed and uniform direction. In addition, 
we also plan to study mobility management under higher dimensional indexing 
structures that do no involve orthogonal bisections. An extension of our work is to 
consider the mobility of the nodes participating in the indexing structure itself. 
Another extension is to incorporate the aspect of optimizing the coverage for 
multiple-events monitoring. 
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